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Abstract: One of the important applications in modern computing is to provide better travel services for tourists. This
paper provides a study of utilizing online travel information for the personalized travel package recommendation. Many
recommender systems lack an organized framework to dynamically incorporate multiple types of additional context
information existing in the tourism domain, such as the travel area, season, and price of the travel packages. First we
analyze the properties of the previous travel packages and develop a TAST (tourist-area-season-topic) model. This
TAST model helps to represent different travel packages and different topic distributions of tourist, taking out of topic
is specified on both the tourists and the natural characteristics of the landscapes. According to the topic model
representation, a cocktail approach is incepted so that to form lists for personalized travel package recommendation.
The TAST model is expanded to the tourist-relation-area-season topic (TRAST) model for collecting the relationships
among the tourists for all travel groups. Then analyze both the TAST and TRAST models, and cocktail
recommendation approach on the current travel package information TAST model works better than the old
recommendation system by adding tourist’s relationships as TAST model can effectively catches the unique properties
of travel data and cocktail approach, an effective estimation for travel group formation can be done using TRAST
model.
Keywords: TRAST model, K-means clustering, Authentication, Collaborative filtering, Searching Techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Now days, there is trend of online services. In those online
services there is travelling information services are
emerged rapidly. Generally tourist chooses the travel
packages according to his interest. And also according to
their needs tourist chooses travel packages. So for
satisfying tourist needs, travel companies have to
understand tourist preferences. If company understands
tourist interest and preferences, company must increases
profit. For that purpose they need intelligent travel
services, these are nothing but the recommender system.
This recommender system recommends different travel
packages for tourist. This travel packages fulfils the tourist
conditions and their needs.
Recommender system for tourists have been studied in
[1],[3],[6],[7]. For instance, the works in [1],[6] mainly
focused on development of mobile tourist guide. Mobile
recommender system, which is developed by Averjanova
et al. Can provide users with some personalized
recommendations [3]. The detail works of above things are
exploratory in nature, due to that working; the problem of
leveraging unique features to distinguish travel package
recommendations remains open. For designing and
implementing an effective recommender system for travel
package recommendation, there are technical and domain
challenges must be inherent. First, suppose movies for
recommendations. The cost for travel is more expensive
than watching a movie. Watching more than one movie in
each month is normal thing for costumer, while they may
only travel one or two times in one year. Second, travel
package has intrinsic complex spatiotemporal
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relationships. Example, travel package consist of many
landscapes/attractions, these are geographically collocated
together[24,28,26]. Hence, the attractions which are
present in travel packages have spatio-temporal
autocorrelations. Third challenge is usually rely on user
ratings, which are traditional recommender system. As
when the user searching packages on website they found
many results, so the most visited packages can be
displayed them whenever they handling the tourism
website. This can be done with the help of giving stable
value to the most searching tour package items.
We addressed the above mentioned challenges in this
paper, with the help of cocktail approach for travel
package
recommendation.
The
travel
package
recommendation system contains models, which helps to
recommend the personalized travel package. In cocktail
approach, first we analyse the key characteristics of travel
packages. After analysing the time and travel destinations
are divided into different seasons and areas. Later we
develop a Tourist-Area-Season-Topic (TAST) model,
which represent travel packages according to the different
topic distributions. It can also represent the tourists by
topic distributions. The topic distribution is nothing but the
topic extraction is conditioned on both the tourists, and
intrinsic features (i.e., location, travel season) of the
landscapes. For gaining the latent relationship between the
tourists in each travel group we extend the TAST model to
the Tourist-Relation-Area-Season-Topic (TRAST) model.
As a result, the TAST model can effectively capture the
unique characteristics of travel data. Due to the above
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results, we found that cocktail approach is more effective 4) “A Cocktail Approach for Travel Package
than the traditional recommendation techniques.
recommendation”
by Qi Liu, Enhong Chen, Hui Xiong, senior member,
II. RELATED WORK
IEEE, Yong Ge, Zhongmou Li and Xiang Wu, 2014.
Recently this publisher publishes “Personalized Travel
1) “Personalized Travel Package Recommendation”
Package Recommendation” paper, in which they uses
by Qi Liu, Yong Ge, Zhongmou Li, Enhong Chen, Hui TAST model for personalize the recommendation. But in
Xiong , [School of Computer Science and Technology, this paper they improvise all contents in personalized
University of Science and Technology of China], 2011.
travel package recommendation and they create cocktail
In this paper, tourist requirements, needs and preferences approach for travel package recommendation. For
will be satisfied. For that purpose they use improvisation they propose topic modelling and
recommender system, which recommends the travel collaborative filtering in the new recommendation system.
packages to the tourist according to their preferences. For For cocktail approach, seasonal collaborative filtering for
designing and implementing such type of recommender tourists will be mentioned in the proposed system. Along
system they address the technical and domain challenges. with this they include TRAST model which captures the
For that purpose they create the TAST model. TAST latent relationship among the tourists in each group. In this
model represents the travel package and tourists by they majorly work on TRAST model along with the TAST
different topic distribution. With the help of this TAST model. And it results the recommendation system will be
model travel package recommendation must be most probable than the existing system.
personalized.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
2) “A Cocktail Approach for Travel Package
Recommendation”
by Meena Kusuma, Chelloju Raju, [ChristJjyothi Institute
of Science and Technology Warangal, T.S., India],2015.
This paper provides a study of exploiting online travel
information
for
personalized
travel
package
recommendation. In this different travel packages will be
distinguished from traditional items for recommendation.
Here also authors first analyse the characteristics of
existing travel packages and then develops the TAST
model. TAST model can represent the travel packages and
tourists by different topic distributions. On the basis of this
topic model representation they propose the cocktail
approach. Cocktail approach is used to generate the lists
for personalized travel package recommendation. But for
capturing latent relationships among the tourists in each
travel group, authors extended TAST model to the TRAST
model. Finally they evaluate a cocktail recommendation
approach on real world travel package data.

In this paper, we have aim to make cocktail approach for
travel package recommendations for the tourists. Hence
the tourists and the items are the existing packages. We
exploit a real world travel data provided by the travelling
agencies for building a recommender system. Hence we
develop the Tourist-Area-Season-Topic (TAST) model,
which represent the travel packages and tourists according
to the different topic distributions. In this model the
extraction of the topics is conditioned on both the tourists
and the intrinsic features like locations travel seasons of
the landscapes. On the basis of the TAST model, we
develop the cocktail approach for personalized travel
package recommendation. It can be possible by
considering some additional factors like seasonal
behaviors of tourists, the prices of travel packages and the
cold start problems of the new packages. Along with the
TAST model we propose the Tourist Relation-Area
Season-Topic (TRAST) model. The TRAST model is used
for gaining the latent relationship among the tourists in
3) “Travel Package Recommendation Using Cocktail each group. In this project we use two different systems
Approach” by Ms Nandarani G. Kadam, Ms. Sarika that is collaborative filtering and the nearest neighbor.
Solanke, [Deogiri College of Engineering and
A) Collaborative filtering:
Management Aurangabad, India], 2015.
As we have seen in recent papers that TAST model is Collaborative filtering [2] is used to extract the interest of
commonly used, that is why TAST model represents the the tourists from the record. Record contains tourist
travel packages and tourists by topic distributions. In this profile, hobbies, interests and other things which are
project,here also the TAST model is used along with their useful for the recommendation. For developing this model
extended version TRAST model. But in this project the we consider one travel website along with the real time
existing system can be improvised with help of data. As we mentioned that we first of all records tourist
collaborative filtering and nearest neighbour system. In profile, with the help of this record we can compute the
collaborative filtering, tourists past transactions are similarity between each tourist by their topic distribution
analysed in order to establish the connections between similarity. Users with personalized suggestions for
user and products. Due to this, the recommender system products or services can be provided by the recommender
provides users with personalized suggestions for product system. This system is dependent on the collaborative
or services. Nearest neighbour is the method which is used system (CF) [4], where past transactions are analysed in
to find the similarity in topic of all the users. So it creates order to establish the connections between users and
products. In this project we introduce some innovations to
the group of similar users and find nearest neighbour.
After finding the nearest neighbour they predict the both cocktail approach and personalized recommendation.
The flow analysis is as follows.
relationship among them using the TRAST model.
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Fig. Flow analysis of the recommendation
B) Nearest neighbour:
This is used to find the similarity in the topic of all the
users [5]. Here it creates the group similar users and find
the nearest neighbour. After obtaining the similarities in
between packages we can predict the relationship among
them by using the TRAST model. Creation of group i.e.,
clustering validation set long challenge in the clustering
literature.
This can be possible with the help of clustering
algorithms. Measures of the clustering validations have
been developed for evaluating the performance of
clustering algorithm. These measures provide inconsistent
information about the clustering performance and the
suitable measures remains unknown. So we make
complete work by giving an organized study of 16 external
validation measures for K-means clustering [8]. For that
purpose we first introduce the importance of measure
normalization in the evaluation of clustering performance.

3) TAST model:
After searching and selecting the travel package, TAST
model working will be started. TAST model represents the
travel package and tourists according to the different topic
distributions. The topic must be noticed on the basis of the
selected travel packages. Also the seasonal interest of the
tourist is measured in this TAST model. In this model
collaborative model will again used. The collaborative
filtering works on the created packages and it removes the
unwanted packages. After that the clustering evaluation of
the packages can be takes place. And then the package
creation will be started.

4) Package Creation:
After clustering evaluation of package, clustering can be
proceed with the help of K-means clustering. Here the
TRAST model working started, in which it represents the
latent relationship among the tourists in each travel group.
Also the nearest neighbour system is working under this
model. As the created packages by tourist will be analysed
IV. MODULES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
and then the nearest package which is affordable to the
1) Authentication:
tourist can be selected. After that the selected package will
The first module is authentication module. In this module, be recommended to the tourist.
tourist first of all logged in into the website. If they don’t
have authentication to access the website, they cannot be
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
log in to the website. For gaining the authentication tourist
have to be registered with the website. After registration For all upcoming evolutional systems like e-commerce
we give them one time password (OTP). With the help of sites cocktail model performs better and other model like
this password. Tourist can make their own profile on the Cocktail-/TTER have the second best preference. Cocktail
website. In this way we provide security to the website is nothing but the combination of all same functioning
things. In cocktail model platform there is the combination
from the intruders.
of all models. If we compare all models cocktail
model gives best result. The cocktail model is works on
2) Search:
In this module, tourist search packages according to their the tourist profile and the travel package logs. The TAST
interests. After searching travel packages, they select and model is used for detecting the seasonal interest, topics
add them into their profile. In this module we uses and other interest of the tourist. So the output of this
collaborative filtering, due that recently seen packages and TAST model is given as input to the cocktail model. After
other updated new packages will be displayed them on the that the collaborative filtering performing on
those packages and removes unwanted packages.
website.
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When we implement the paper we get the correct results. [22] P. Resnick, N. Iacovou, M. Suchak, P. Bergstrom and J. Riedl.
GroupLens: an open architecture for collaborative filtering of
So we think cocktail approach contain accommodation
netnews. In ACM CSCW’94, pp. 175–186, 1994.
parameter.
[23] Jayant Rajurkar, T.K.Khan,” Efficient Query Processing and
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